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Duties of Plan Fiduciaries in ESOPs Clarified 

6/14/2012 By William E. Pilchak 

The 11th Circuit Court of Appeals addressed the thorny issue of what plan fiduciaries of an employee stock ownership plan (ESOP) must do when company stock 

becomes an imprudent investment. Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) plan fiduciaries are expected to choose prudent investments. However, 

ESOP plans generally require plan assets to be invested in the company stock. ESOP fiduciaries are exempt from the duty to diversify investments because 

Congress intended ESOPs to be both an employee retirement plan as well as a technique of corporate finance. Home Depot’s ESOP actually warned employees of 

the danger of choosing the “company stock” investment option, because of the greater danger when investing in a single stock. The fiduciaries of the plan included the 

board of directors and others involved in the company with inside knowledge of Home Depot. 

For several years, Home Depot stores had been using vendor charge-backs improperly to avoid reporting accounting losses, resulting in inflated stock prices. When 

the process was stopped, that affected Home Depot’s bottom line, resulting in a decline in the stock price from $42.02 per share to $35.09. Plan members filed a class

-action lawsuit, claiming a breach of fiduciary duties due to the continued approval of Home Depot stock as a stock option and failure to disclose nonpublic information 

about the business practices that inflated the stock. The fiduciaries tried to re-cast the action as a “failure to diversify” claim, and thus argue that they were exempt 

from that duty. However, especially since the plan required only that the plan invest “primarily” in Home Depot stock, the 11th Circuit upheld the legal theory that 

continued investment in company stock could be a breach of fiduciary duties where the fiduciaries knew, based on nonpublic information, that improper business 

practices had falsely inflated the value of the stock. 

The 11th Circuit joined with five other circuits to address the tension between the usual duty to plan participants to invest prudently and ESOP plan provisions that 

require investment in company stock. It adopted a standard where fiduciaries were presumed to be prudent for investing in company stock but could be sued for an 

abuse of discretion in continuing to do so. In adopting the standard, it was noted that a common-law trust doctrine provides that a trustee or fiduciary can decline to 

follow plan documents when following plan documents would impair the plan or defeat the purpose of the plan. 

Despite adoption of the standard and clarification of the law, the 11th Circuit still upheld dismissal of the class action. After the stock fell to $35.09, it rose to $43.47, 

3.5 percent higher than before the improper accounting became public. The court held that stock fluctuations and a downward trend are insufficient to show a breach 

of fiduciary duties. Nor is it sufficient to show knowledge that the stock price is likely to fall. Investors are generally in the market for the long haul, not to engage in 

market timing. Though the 11th Circuit rejected the argument that the company must be on the verge of collapse before a breach of fiduciary duties occurs, the 

precise tipping point remains uncertain. 

Lanfear v. Home Depot Inc., 11th Cir., No. 10-13002 (May 8, 2012).

Professional Pointer: As more circuits open the door to ERISA lawsuits against ESOP trustees, they must pay increased attention to the wisdom of investing in 

company stock when bad news is on the horizon. When developments occur that will have a greater effect than mere market fluctuations, consideration must be given 

to suspending purchases of company stock or even selling, despite the effect that may have on the company. 

William E. Pilchak is a shareholder in Pilchak Cohen & Tice PC, the Worklaw® Network member firm in Metropolitan Detroit. 
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